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The CTF Pink Star diamond sold at Sotheby's  for $71.2 million. Image credit: Sotheby's

 
By DANNY PARISI

While record-setting diamond sales dominated the headlines in 2017, it is  colored gemstones' huge projected
growth that will be of special interest to investors in 2018.

Researchers at Fura Gems estimated that the global market for gems could reach $10 billion in the next decade,
while the Pink Star diamond was sold last year for $71 million, making it the most expensive jewel ever purchased.
These data points show that not only are the markets for gems and colored diamonds healthy, they are also prime
for wealthy investors to pour their money into.

Gemstone boom
After the Pink Star Diamond was sold in Hong Kong last year, a pair of pink and blue diamond earrings was sold in
Geneva for $57 million altogether. In October, a red diamond was sold in Brazil for a rumored $10 million.

The robust interest in colored diamonds at auction throughout 2017 suggests that the category is in high demand
among consumers.

But while colored diamonds have fetched noteworthy prices, it is  gemstones that have proven to have true growth
potential over the next year.

While traditionally selling for less than diamonds, last year colored gems sold at new record prices. For example, a
5-carat sapphire that sold for $10,000 in 1965 recently sold for $1 million.
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The 2017 Fantasy Bra by Mouawad. Image credit: Victoria's Secret

Similarly, the famous Rockefeller Emerald sold for a record $5.5 million in June of 2017, making it the most
expensive per-carat emerald ever sold.

In the last decade, prices for non-diamond gems have increased by 100 percent, according to a study from the
Natural Resource Governance Institute.

Currently, rubies, emeralds and sapphires make up only $2 billion of the $23 billion gemstone industry, which
includes diamonds. However, some predictions show that that share could grow to $10 billion within the next 10
years.

Diamonds are forever
Auctioneer Sotheby's jewelry sales had a milestone year with total of $551.3 million achieved worldwide.

Sotheby's 2017 sales total was driven by a number of major auctions, including the record-achieving sales of the
Pink Star and the aforementioned blue and pink diamond earrings. The auction and resale markets in general have
been seeing a period of rapid growth as consumers look to obtain goods with providence as well as one-off items
others are unable to purchase (see story).

The increased demand for gemstones has had the additional effect of inspiring more gemstone mining companies
to up their marketing.

Raw emeralds sourced by Gemfields. Image credit: Gemfields

For instance, colored-gemstone miner Gemfields unveiled a laser-inscribed emerald as part of its  overarching
transparency approach to sourcing precious stones.

The 4.11-karat emerald is believed to be the world's first colored gemstone to be laser-inscribed with traceability
information and a personalized message. Diamond jewelry company De Beers' ForeverMark division has executed
a similar strategy for diamonds, inscribing each stone with a unique code that allows the consumer to verify and
view its origins (see story).

These gems have even made their way into the fashion world when Swiss-Emirati high-jeweler Mouawad walked its
savoir-faire down the runway of last year's Victoria's Secret Fashion Show in Shanghai Nov. 28.

Mouawad has worked with Victoria's Secret since 2001 and has designed 10 of the U.S. lingerie brand's Fantasy
Bras, with the 2003 edition earning the jeweler a Guinness World Record for the most-expensive bra ever made due
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to its high concentration of rare gemstones. Collaborating with Victoria's Secret on such a high-profile, one-off piece
allows Mouawad to demonstrate its abilities in high-jewelry design (see story).

Similarly, Russian jeweler Faberg is prompting consumers to look beyond diamonds for their engagement rings
with a colorful digital campaign.

The brand's #SayYesInColour film tells color coordinated stories of proposals to showcase the brand's emerald,
ruby and sapphire engagement ring collection. While still an unconventional choice, depicting the women's
enthusiastic responses may help convince consumers to consider a colored stone (see story).
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